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INTRODUCTION/REVIEW
What Critical Thinking is Not
A subject matter (e.g., informal logic)

What Critical Thinking is
A skill, or rather a bundle of subskills

What is a QEP?
“The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) is a document developed by the institution that describes a course
of action for institutional improvement crucial to enhancing educational quality that is directly related to
student learning. The QEP is based upon a comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of the institution
in supporting student learning and accomplishing the mission of the institution.”
Handbook for Reaffirmation of Accreditation, Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, p. 5

Critical Thinking is Bethel’s QEP
Instruction in critical thinking will be targeted in every stage of the undergraduate program,
traditional and Educational Outreach. Every division will be involved, and best practices in
critical thinking will be widely disseminated.

Critical Thinking according to Bethel College
We have defined critical thinking as a process of successfully analyzing, assessing, and
reconstructing information in an objective manner. It will involve the ability to view new
information with an open mind, the ability to recognize external and internal biases, discerning
both strengths and weaknesses of the information. Ultimately, the critical thinker will use
information in an effective and ethical manner on a consistent basis.
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Assessment of Critical Thinking
Bethel undergraduates take the MAPP test and the CAT test twice each during their college
careers: during their first and fourth semesters for SUCCESS students (in College Start, not in
MOD) and as freshmen and seniors in the traditional program.
The MAPP (formerly Academic Profile) is a multiple-choice test produced and scored by ETS,
with subscores in a variety of areas including critical thinking. The CAT is a mostly shortanswer test produced by Tennessee Tech and scored locally at Bethel by traditional and
SUCCESS faculty.

Suggestions from CAT Developers for Preparing Students for CAT
General principles to follow in constructing activities:
Use active learning methods
Select activities and topics that will interest students
Use collaborative learning methods
Recommended types of exercises:
Service learning
Debates
Case studies
Simulations
Active-learning with real-world problem solving

Kufiss on Critical Thinking Pedagogy
In a literature review, Kurfiss identified the following practices as key to teaching critical
thinking:
• Problems, questions, or issues should be the point of entry into a subject.
• Courses should be tailored to students’ developmental needs.
• Courses should be assignment-centered rather than text- and lecture-centered.
• Collaboration among students should be encouraged.

When Does Teaching Writing Constitute Teaching Critical Thinking?
When the focus is on the consideration, expression, and justification of thoughts (facts, opinions,
claims). Not when the focus is on language or disciplinary conventions.
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TEACHING WITH COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Methods for Dividing Students into Groups
As a rule, diversity in groups facilitates students learning: diversity of skills, of job experience,
of age, race, gender, etc. Left to their own, students will tend to form homogenous groups.
Thus, instructors should think carefully about how to establish groups for learning. Here are
three approaches:
• Students belong to a given group all semester:
o Necessary if groups work on large projects
o optional if you want them to form a sense of community (e.g., with freshmen)
• Students form new groups every day
o Common for shorter exercises
o Allows students to meet more people, encounter wider range of beliefs
• Ways of forming groups
o Have students form their own groups (best for informal or low-stakes exercises)
o Have people count off
 Rule: # of groups = # of people / # per group
o Randomly pick groups (tip: use RAND in Excel on class list)

Group Size
Groups can be as small as two students (pairs are especially ideal for short, ad hoc assignments
and as well as for peer review). Bean argues that five or six is the optimal size for in-class
groups, and three for long-term, working groups. But optimal group size depends in part on the
size of the class and the physical organization of the classroom, as well as the type of assignment
and perhaps class demographics.
Always determine group size for an assignment before beginning to divide students into groups.
If you expect some students to arrive late, begin with slightly smaller groups so that late students
can be added to existing groups.

Structure of Groups
A common method is to have small groups work on a project, then have the class reconvene as a
whole and each group reports its results. (A variation is to use small groups in preparation for
general class discussion.) Alternately, group work may substitute for whole-class work:
students may be encouraged to ask questions afterwards, but any other followup is one-on-one
with students.
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Groups may be required to produce collective work (group-written papers, etc.) or they may
prepare students for individual work (e.g., pre-writing, brainstorming, peer-review). Group work
may also be an end in itself as the learning mode for a low-stakes assignment.
When groups are required to report their work to the whole class, it is advisable to have groups
identify a secretary and a reporter (these roles may be combined in smaller groups). In large,
lecture classes it may be necessary to just sample groups during whole-class reporting, but in
smaller classes all groups should have the opportunity to take the stage. Generally some
concrete output should be required, such as a paper, map, or outline. Instructors may wish to
collect even low-stakes or ungraded work early in or periodically during the semester.
Often small groups are asked to reach agreement among themselves, though if a group report is
required, the expression of minority viewpoints may be allowed.
Always identify a time-limit for the assignment and communicate this to students. You may end
up fudging how closely you stick to the limit, for example promising students 10 minutes but
really giving them 12. Err on the short side, but make a good estimate. The goal should be to
allow all students to get close to finishing, without boring the faster students too much – the
amount of time required will vary substantially between groups, so allocating time is one of the
greatest challenges with using collaborative learning in the classroom. Time allocation also
depends on the importance of the assignment: sometimes you will want to give all groups time
to finish.

During Group Work
Some instructors choose to leave the classroom during parts of group work, to signal that the
class is indeed student-centered; often it is good to stick around for a few minutes to answer
questions. Some instructors allow students to leave the classroom, and give them a time by
which they must return; this works best if students are given 20 minutes or more to work, and
instructors should hold students firmly to time limits.
Hovering and listening to group dynamics can be helpful, but do not intervene too actively
because this brings the instructor back into the center of attention.
Be aware that sometimes during group or individual work in class, students may take a couple of
minutes to settle down and get to work.
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How to Grade Group Work
Students may resent group grades for group work, and many instructors fear freeloaders. If
groups are only used for low-stakes assignments or as preparation for individual work, then this
is not an issue. One alternative is to assign and weight both group and individual grades.
Individual contributions may be measured by surveying students: have them assign points to all
group members other than themselves, or solicit feedback on whether any students did not carry
their load.

TEACHING WITH LECTURE/DISCUSSION
Varieties of Lecture
Lectures may sometimes prove necessary, in some classes and especially when new material
must be introduced. In the traditional model of lecture, the instructor talks and students listen.
On average, adults have attention spans of 10-20 minutes, so lectures should be cut into units of
no more than this, with active learning exercises interspersed between them.
If possible, students should shoulder the burden of lectures on readings assigned for homework.
One model is to ask questions of students: let them talk while leading them through the material.
It may be possible to outline the material on the board, then encourage students to fill in the
details. Sometimes it is sufficient to simply solicit questions; this may be preceded by individual
or group activities that encourage students to review material previously covered in class or
homework readings.
Students who learn best from lecture “learn auditorily, have high working memory capacity,
have all the required prior knowledge, have good note-taking skills, and are not susceptible to
information-processing overload” [Johnson, Johnson and Smith, quoted in Bean]. Students not
meeting this description will need to be taught using other methods.
One “strategy for promoting better listening is to have students write one-page summaries of
your lectures.” These can be read or sampled after class or during individual or group work
times during class. [Bean]. Students may also be asked to write lecture summaries at the end of
class: this allows a review of what students have absorbed, not what they can reconstruct. Quick
quizzes may also provide the instructor with an idea of what needs to be covered; some course
management software facilitates this.
Content can be reviewed by asking students to apply it to their own life experiences, or in new
contexts; or to have students argue against material presented in class or a case study. [Bean]
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Discussion Classes
Discussion classes are often covert forms of lectures. Only a few students will participate, so the
remaining students are effectively listening to a lecture by 3-4 people rather than a lecture by
one. Also, studies have shown that in discussion classes up to 86% of the talking has been done
by the instructor! [Bean]
Wait time: ask a question, then wait 15-30 seconds (even a minute) before taking answers. If a
student wishes to answer before then, request that they wait until everyone has a chance to
formulate an answer. Alternately, ask all students to write on the topic for a minute or two
before discussion begins. Freewriting can also be used when discussions heat up. [Bean]

Calling on Students
Asking for volunteers can result in the same students speaking in every class. “Cold-calling” (or
“hard-calling” or “nailing”) as practiced in law and some business schools may unnerve students;
an alternative is “soft-” or “warm-calling” in which the professor develops a “call list” before
class and announces to students who is liable to be called on in a particular class (perhaps even
warning them which part of the class they are on call for). [Erskine et al.]
Another alternative is to write student names on index cards, then randomize the list. After
calling on a student, set the card aside. Over the semester all students are called on roughly
equally. These cards can also be used for taking attendance. [Wm. Harris]

Answering Questions
Asking for volunteers to answer student questions allows more students to participate in class,
and reduces the role of instructor as final authority. [Erskine et al]
Allowing questions to remain without authoritative answers can frustrate many students, but may
be used to empower students in their own learning. This is not a good strategy with regard to
simple, factual information.
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TEACHING WITH CASES
What is a Case?
“A case is a description of an actual situation, commonly involving a decision, a challenge, an
opportunity, a problem or an issue faced by a person, or persons, in an organization.” [Erskine,
et al.] “An account or description of a situation, or sequence of events, which raises issues or
problems for analysis and solution.” [Heath]
Often cases are based on actual field data (some people only use the term for this kind of case),
but generally the term is used more broadly to include fictional narratives that have the form of a
case. Case instruction in medicine and law differs in substantial ways from the case method in
business education. A variety of teaching methods may be used in instruction involving cases,
even within a given discipline. “Case” and “case study” may be used interchangeably.
Types of cases include [Heath]:
• Background Case: used to impart information. Because it has characters, plot, etc. it
makes the problem more “real” and accessible to students than an abstract discussion.
• Exercise Case: basically a complex word problem. Often used in quantitative courses.
• Complex Case: requires students to sort through a mass of data to find what information
is useful and then present an analysis.
• Incident Case: describes a single incident. Often used to illustrate a concept or raise an
issue for discussion.
• Situation Case: describes a situation and its aftermath. Typically students reading such a
case are then asked “Why did things go wrong and how could this have been avoided?”
• Decision Case: like a situation case, except that the aftermath is not described.
Characters are faced with a decision, and students are asked what asked what the
characters should do.
Long cases are often assigned as homework; short cases, when available, may be read and used
in the classroom. Sometimes cases are discussed in class; sometimes formal “case reports” are
assigned for completion as homework or in lieu of term papers.

Situating Cases within a Course
Sometimes cases precede the presentation of theory, motivating the need for theory and
providing a context for student understanding of abstract theory. Other times the theory is
presented first, and students learn how to “apply” it to practical cases. The choice between these
alternatives depends on the developmental needs of students in a given course.
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Writing the “Case Report”
Cases can be used as occasions for either low- or high-stakes writing assignments. For the
former, students may be asked to just turn in notes on a case (or write in class but turn in
nothing). For the latter, instructors may wish to require formal case reports. Mauffette-Leenders
(Learning with Cases) presents the following model structure for writing a case report:
Title page
Table of contents
Executive summary
Issue statement
Data analysis
Alternatives proposed (typically building from least acceptable alternative)
Recommendations
Action and implementation plan
Exhibits
Note the emphasis on making a recommendation and considering alternatives: this is the model
for a report on a decision case. Exercise and incident cases could use a streamlined version of
this model; situation cases could replace the recommendations section with an evaluation of the
decision described within the case. Note also the rhetorical force of Mauffette-Leenders’ model,
where the alternatives precede the positive recommendation: this is clearly intended to forestall
criticism.

Case Studies and Critical Thinking
Its type (genre) and how it is used in a course determine the critical thinking potential of a case.
Situation and decision cases are prototypes of business cases, and require students to exercise a
range of skills, including creative thinking (the student may be expected to think of questions not
posed by the case writer) and problem solving (which involves critical thinking when it involves
more than straightforwardly applying analytic or other techniques). Complex cases require
students to separate relevant from irrelevant information.
The same case can often be used for the narrow purpose of teaching the application of content
knowledge, or more broadly to teach critical thinking skills. Incident and exercise cases may or
may not activate critical thinking, depending on how they are used. Harvard, which created the
case model, uses primarily the “Socratic” method; there is debate whether this is a good way to
use cases for teaching critical thinking.
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